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Abstract

A Bayesian Belief Network (BN) is a model of
a joint distribution over a finite set of variables,
with a DAG structure to represent the immedi-
ate dependencies between the variables, and a
set of parameters (aka CPTables) to represent the
local conditional probabilities of a node, given
each assignment to its parents. In many situa-
tions, the parameters are themselves treated as
random variables — reflecting the uncertainty re-
maining after drawing on knowledge of domain
experts and/or observing data generated by the
network. A distribution over the CPtable param-
eters induces a distribution for the response the
BN will return to any “What is ���������
	�� ?”
query. This paper investigates the distribution
of this response, shows that it is asymptotically
normal, and derives expressions for its mean and
asymptotic variance. We show that this compu-
tation has the same complexity as simply com-
puting the (mean value of the) response — i.e.,������������������

, where
�

is the number of vari-
ables and

�
is the effective tree width. We

also provide empirical evidence showing that the
error-bars computed from our estimates are fairly
accurate in practice, over a wide range of belief
net structures and queries.

1 Introduction

Bayesian belief nets (BNs), which provide a succinct
model of a joint probability distribution, are used in
an ever increasing range of applications [Hec95]. Be-
lief nets are typically built by first finding an ap-
propriate structure (either by interviewing an expert,
or by selecting a good model from training data),
then using a training sample to fill in the parame-
ters [Hec98]. The resulting belief net is then used to an-
swer questions, e.g., compute the conditional probability

�����
Cancer=true

�
Smoke=true, Gender=male

� .
These values, referred to as query responses, clearly de-
pend on the training sample used to instantiate the param-
eter values — i.e., different training samples will produce
different parameters and hence different responses.

This paper investigates how sampling variability in the
training data is related to uncertainty about a query re-
sponse. We follow the Bayesian paradigm, where uncer-
tainty is quantified in terms of random variation, and we
present a technique for computing Bayesian credible in-
tervals (aka “error-bars”) for query responses. Our algo-
rithm takes as inputs a belief net structure (which we as-
sume is correct — i.e., an accurate � -map of true distribu-
tion [Pea88]); a data sample generated from the true belief
net distribution; and a specific query of the form “What is "! �����#� $&%'�
	($�)��

?”. After determining the
conditional (posterior) distribution of the belief net param-
eters given the sample, the algorithm produces an estimate
(posterior mean value) of

 
: e.g., estimate

 
to be *,+ - .

To quantify uncertainty about this estimate, the algorithm
computes an approximate posterior variance for

 
and uses

this variance to construct error-bars (a Bayesian credible in-
terval) for

 
; e.g., assert that

 
is in the interval *.+ -0/1*.+32

with 4�*�5 probability.

There are several obvious applications for these error-bars.
First, error-bars can help a user make decisions, especially
in safety-critical situations — e.g., take action if we are
464�5 sure that

 7! �����#� $8%9�
	:$;)<� is on one
side of a decision boundary. Second, error-bars can sug-
gest that more training data is needed before the system
can make appropriate guarantees about the answers to cer-
tain queries. This information is especially valuable when
additional training data, while available, is costly, and its
acquisition needs to be justified. Similarly, the user might
decide that more evidence is needed about a specific in-
stance, before he can render a meaningful decision. Fi-
nally, if an expert is available and able to provide “correct
answers” to some specific questions, error-bars can be used
to validate the given belief net structure. E.g., if the expert
claims that

 $ *.+>= but our algorithm asserts that
 

is in
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Figure 1: Simple Example: Diamond Graph
the interval *.+ -6* / *.+ *10 with 4�4.+ 4�5 probability, then we
may question whether the structure provided is correct (as-
suming we believe the expert). By contrast, we might not
question this structure if our algorithm instead asserted that 

is in the interval *.+ -6* / *.+326= with 464,+ 4�5 probability.

Section 2 provides background results and notation con-
cerning belief nets and Dirichlet distributions for belief net
parameters. Section 3 presents the theoretical results under-
lying our error-bars: a derivation of an approximate poste-
rior variance for a query probability

 
, and a proof that the

posterior distribution of
 

is asymptotically normal. Com-
putational issues related to calculation of the variance are
briefly discussed. Section 4 presents the results of an em-
pirical study using Monte Carlo simulations to validate our
error-bar methodology over a wide range of belief net struc-
tures and queries. Section 5 briefly surveys related work,
placing our results in context.

2 Belief nets and Dirichlet distributions

We encode the joint distribution of a vector of discrete ran-
dom variables 4 $657�%819�8;:=<

as a belief net (aka Bayesian
network, probability net). A belief net

57>@?"A%?CBD9
is a

directed acyclic graph whose nodes
>

index the random
variables and whose arcs

A
represent dependencies. LetEGF �7H��JI > be the immediate parents of node

H
, and letK�8 $L5M�%NO9 NO:1PRQ
ST8CU be the corresponding vector of parent

variables. In a belief net, a variable ��8 is independent of
its nondescendents, given

K 8 . The elements of the vectorB
are the CPtable entries

V 8;W XRY Z $ �������%8<$\[ ��K�8 $^]_?`B � +
Let a 8 and b 8 $dc NO:1PeQfS�8CU a N be the domains of �g8 andK�8 . We assume that the domains are finite. The CPtable
for

� 8 contains
� a 8 �ih � b 8 � entries

V 8;W XRY Z .

Figure 1 provides a simple example of a belief network
with specific CPtable entries. Here

� � has no parents, so
we write j � $k5-9

. We have j � $l5M� � 9 , j $ $k57� � 9 , K�'�$5M� � ?�� $ 9 ; and for each value m , n , o , p , we have
V �`W � Y qsr $����������$ m �"B � , V �fW ( Y � $ �������%� $ n ����� $ m ?`B � ,

and
V ' W tuY ( W ) $ ������� ' $ p ���%� $ n ?"��$ $ o ?`B � .

(Hence, using Figure 1, we have
V �`W �fY q�r $ *.+ 0 .) Note that

the values in each row add up to 2 . In general, the variables
need not be binary, but can have larger (finite) domains.

The CPtable entries are estimated using training data and
(possibly) expert opinion. The latter information is incor-
porated using the Bayesian paradigm, where

B
is mod-

eled as a random variable and expert opinion is expressed
through an a priori distribution for

B
. We adopt indepen-

dent Dirichlet priors
�

for the various CPtable rows. Specifi-
cally, let

B 8vY Z $k5 V 8;W XRY Z 9 X=:Rwyx denote the CPtable row forK�8 $^]
— e.g., B ' Y qz�`W /Cr $k5 V ' W �fY qs�CW /{r ? V ' W /uY qs�CW /{r 9 denotes

the entries for the
� '

variable associated with the parental
assignment

�g� $ 2 and
�%$ $ * . We assume that, be-

fore observing the training data, the
B 8vY Z are independent

“Dir( |~}8;W XeY Z ?"[�� a 8 )” random vectors, where |�}8;W XeY ZD� * .
An absence of expert opinion is often expressed by setting|G}8;W XRY Z $ 2 for all

�MH ?�[�?C] � — e.g., B ' Y qz�`W /Cr@� Dir
� 2 ? 2 �

— which yields a uniform (flat) prior. Stronger opinion is
expressed through larger values of |�}8;W XRY Z . Expressions for
the mean and variance of a Dirichlet distribution are given
below.

Now suppose that the training data consist of � indepen-
dent replicates of vectors 4 , generated using the given
structure and a fixed set of CPtable entries

B
. Let� 8;W XRY Z denote the number of cases in the training set with� �%8i?`K�8 � $ � [�?`] �

. Under the posterior distribution (the
conditional distribution given the training data), the

B 8vY Z
are independent Dir( | 8;W XeY Z ?"[�� a 8 ) random vectors, with| 8;W XRY Z $ |G}8;W XRY Z�� � 8;W XeY Z [BFH95]. This posterior distri-
bution underlies our derivation of Bayesian credible inter-
vals. Several properties of the Dirichlet distribution will be
needed.

Setting | 8;W3��Y Z $�� X=:Rw x | 8;W XRY Z , the posterior means and
(co)variances for CPtable entries are [BFH95]:

� � V 8;W XeY Z � $ � 8;W XeY Z $ | 8;W XeY Z
| 8;W3��Y Z (1)

���v� � V 8;W XeY Z ? V 8;W �=Y Z � $ � 8;W XeY Z ��� X;��� � 8;W �1Y Z �
| 8;W3��Y Z � 2 (2)

�
Readers unfamiliar with these assumptions, or with Dirichlet

distributions, are referred to [Hec98]. Note that a Dirichlet distri-
bution over a binary variable is a Beta distribution.



where
� X
� $ 2 if [ $�� and

� X;� $ * otherwise. The ran-
dom vectors B 8vY Z are asymptotically normal, in the limit
as ����� X | 8;W XeY Z��
	 [Aki96]. More precisely, the nor-
malized variables � | 8;W3��Y Z �-V 8;W XeY Z � � 8;W XeY Z � converge in
distribution to jointly normal random variables with mean
zero and covariances

� 8;W XeY Z ��� X;��� � 8;W �1Y Z � . This asymp-
totic framework is applicable as the amount of training data
increases ( � � 	 ) provided all of the CPtable entriesV 8;W XeY Z are positive. This condition occurs with probability
one under a Dirichlet prior.

3 Bayesian Credible Intervals for Query Re-
sponses

It is well-known that the CPtable entries determine the
joint distribution of 4 :

������� 8 $ [ 8 ? H � > �"B � $c 8;:=< V 8;W X x Y Z x ? where
� ] 8 � 8;:=< is determined by

� [ 8 � 8;:=< ;
see [Pea88]. Users are typically interested in one or more
specific “queries” asked of this joint distribution, where a
query is expressed as a conditional probability of the form

 $� � B � $ �����#� $ %9�
	 $ )+?`B �R?
(3)

where
�

and
	

are subvectors of 4 , and
%

and
)

are legal
assignments to these subvectors. Note also the dependency
on

B
.

In our Bayesian context,
 

is a random variable with a (the-
oretically) known distribution determined by the posterior
distribution of B . For a point estimate of

 
, one may use

the posterior mean ��� ! ���  � . This value can be calcu-
lated using the identity [CH92]:

����� � B � � $ � � ���1B'� � +
Set � $ ���vB �

where the components
� 8;W XRY Z of � are

defined by Equation 1.

While a point estimate
� � $�� � � � can be useful, one

often requires some information concerning the potential
error in the estimate. In the Bayesian context, this can
be achieved by plotting the posterior distribution of

 
.

Alternatively, one may construct a 2 *6* � 2 � � � 5 credi-
ble interval for

 
; i.e., an interval

��� ?�� �
defined so that����� ���  �� � � $ 2 � �

. Exact calculations are typi-
cally not analytically tractable, but simple approximations
are available. We will show that the distribution of

 
is

approximately normal, and derive an approximation �� � for
the standard deviation of

 
. We then propose the following

interval as an approximate 2 *6* � 2 � � � 5 credible interval:
� � /����! � �� � ? (4)

where �"�# � $%$'& � � 2 � �)( 2 � is the upper
�)( 2 value of the

standard normal distribution.

Our derivation is based on a first-order Taylor expansion of� � B �
about

� � � � . Some notation is needed to express the

partial derivatives. Let * 8 � %_?�[�?`] � ) � denote the probabil-
ity

�����#�8$ %_?��%8�$ [�?`K%8 $ ]'��	 $ )+?CB $ � �R?
and let * 8 � [�?C] � ) � , * 8 � %_?`] � ) � , * 8 � ] � ) � , and * � % � ) � be
defined in a similar manner. Note that the subscript

H
is

needed to identify the node when
�g8

or
K%8

is involved,
and all probabilities are evaluated at

B $ � . Let
�)+8;W XeY Z

denote the partial derivative , � �.- �#( ,0/ 8;W XeY Z evaluated at- $ � . We will use the following identity, derived by
[GGS97, Dar00]:

� +8;W XeY Z $1* 8 � %_?"[�?C] � ) � � * � % � ) � * 8 � [�?`]1� ) �� 8;W XeY Z + (5)

We now derive an expression for ��
�� , and demonstrate

asymptotic validity of the credible interval (Equation 4)
given a sufficiently large training sample.

Theorem 1 We assume that
B

is a random vector with
posterior Dirichlet distribution described in Section 2, and
approximate the variance of

 $2� � B �
by

��
�� $ 38;:=< 3Z :54 x ��6 8fZ �87 8fZ �#(.� | 8;W3��Y Z � 2 � ? (6)

where

6 8fZ $ 3X=:Rw x
� * 8 � % ?"[�?`]1� ) � � * � %'� ) � * 8 � [�?C] � ) � � �� 8;W XeY Z ?

7 8fZ $ � * 8 � %_?C]9� ) � � * � %9� ) � * 8 � ] � ) � � � +
Consider an asymptotic framework where the poste-
rior means

� 8;W XeY Z
are fixed, positive values, and

����� � | 8;W XRY Z � � 	
. Then the random variable�  � �9� �!( �� � converges in distribution to the standard

normal distribution.

Proof. Our proof uses the Delta method [BFH95]. Con-
sider the Taylor expansion

� � B � $:� � � � ��; �=< ?
where

; $ 38;:=< 3Zi:54 x 3X1:Rw x � +8;W XRY Z �-V 8;W XeY Z � � 8;W XRY Z � + (7)

and the remainder term < can be expressed in terms of the
matrix of second derivatives of

� ��V��
evaluated at a point

V
between

B
and � . Since the variances for

V 8;W XRY Z
in Equa-

tion 2 are of order 2 ( | 8;W XRY Z>� * , and since the second
derivatives remain bounded in a neighbourhood of � , the
remainder < is asymptotically negligible compared with ; .

We define ��
��

to be the variance of ; (Equation 7). As
the CPtable rows

B 8vY Z
are statistically independent, but



entries within a row are correlated, the variance of ; can
be expressed as

38;:=< 3Z :54 x 3X=:Rw x 3�u:Rw x � +8;W XRY Z � +8;W �=Y Z ���v� � V 8;W XeY Z ? V 8;W �1Y Z � +
After substituting Equation 2 for the covariances and sim-
plifying, we obtain Equation 6 with

6 8fZ $ 3X=:Rw x � � +8;W XeY Z �
� � X=W 8vY Z ?

7 8fZ $ � 3X=:Rwyx � +8;W XeY Z � X=W 8vY Z��
�
+

A substitution of Equation 5 then yields the equivalent ex-
pressions for

6 8fZ
and

7 8fZ
within Equation 6.

We observe that ; ( �� � is a random variable with mean *
and variance 2 . It remains to show that ; ( �� � is asymp-
totically normal. This result follows from the asymptotic
multivariate normality of the components of

B
(after suit-

able standardization — see Section 2), and the fact that ;
is a linear function of

B
. �

Degenerate Case: There are exceptional situations where
the posterior distribution of � � B � is analytically tractable
and exact credible intervals are available. In the degener-
ate situation where the network structure has arcs connect-
ing all pairs of nodes (and hence imposes no assumptions
about conditional independence), the assumption of inde-
pendent Dirichlet distributions for CPtable rows is equiva-
lent to an assumption of a single Dirichlet distribution over
unconditional probabilities

������� 8 $ [ 8 ? H �d>9�
. It is

then straightforward to derive the distribution of the query
probability using properties of the Dirichlet distribution;
see [Mus93].

�
Note that this exact approach is not cor-

rect in general — i.e., it does not hold for networks with
non-trivial structure.

$

Computational Issues: The computational problem of
computing �9� $ � � � � is known to be NP-hard [Coo90];
when all variables �g8 are binary, the most effective ex-
act algorithms require time

���� 2 N � , where
� $ � ><� is the

number of nodes and
�

is the induced tree width of the
graph [Dec98, LS99]. The variance �� � can also be com-
puted in time

���� 2 N � . This result follows from the exis-
tence of algorithms that can compute all of the derivatives�

Assuming a uniform prior and a sample of size � , we can
compute the posterior variance of ���
	������� as ���	��� ���������
����	��� � �"!$#%�$�&�'�(���	�� �"!�)+*,! , where ��-�&./! is the expected value
of . , wrt the given belief net.0

This follows from a dimensionality argument: in a non-trivial
structure, the 1"2 -dimensional vector of unconditional probabili-
ties is constrained to lie in a lower-dimensional submanifold of
the 1�2���� -dimensional simplex. This cannot be represented by a
single Dirichlet distribution because, wp1, the constraints would
not be satisfied.

Table 1: Gold Standard for Validity Estimates3
Mean Std.Dev.

10 4 2.38 1.86
20 4 3.15 2.41
30 4 3.63 2.79
40 4 3.88 2.96

� +8;W XeY Z in time
���� 2 N � ; see [Dar00]. Given these deriva-

tives, the summations in Equation 6 can be performed with
one additional pass over the values, of time

���� �
.

The extended paper [VGH01] describes an algorithm for
computing �� � . The main challenge, computing all of
the derivatives �5+8;W XRY Z , is accomplished by “back propagat-
ing” intermediate results obtained by the Bucket Elimina-
tion [Dec98] algorithm.

[VGH01] also provides additional comments on the proper
interpretation and application of this theorem.

4 Empirical Study

Theorem 1 proves that the interval
� � / �"�# � �� � is asymp-

totically valid. More precisely, let5 $ ����� �  � � � � � �"�# � �� � � (8)

be the probability that the query response
 

falls outside of
the credible interval, based on our �� � estimate of standard
deviation, Equation 6. The values 2 � � and 2 � 5 are the
nominal and actual coverage probabilities for the credible
interval. The value

5
is a function of

�
, the graph 57>@?"A�9 ,

the query � , and the posterior distribution of B . The pos-
terior distribution depends on the prior distribution and the
training sample. Thus

5
typically varies from one applica-

tion to the next. While Theorem 1 implies that
576 �

when
the training sample is sufficiently large, it does not tell us
whether this approximation is valid in practice, particularly
for small samples. In general, the validity of the approxi-
mation depends on all of the factors determining

5
. We

carried out a number of experiments to assess how these
factors affect validity.

Given a fixed set of factors, we estimate the correspond-
ing

5
by a simple Monte Carlo strategy. Using the (fixed)

posterior distribution of B , calculate ��� and �� � . Simulate� replicates B98 from the posterior distribution, calculate 8 $2� � B 8 � , then let :5 be the proportion of the
�  8 � with�  8 � � � � � �"�! � �� � . In our experiments, each :5 was

based on
� $ 2 *6* replicates.

To quantify the validity of the approximation
5;6 �

, we
employ average absolute differences:

validity estimate $ average � :5 � � � + (9)

The absolute differences are averaged as we vary one or
more of the the factors determining

5
. The validity es-

timates are presented as percentages in our tables. When
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viewing these values, it is helpful to have a gold standard
for comparison. Consider the validity estimate � :5 � � � for
a single

5
. The minimum expected value is obtained when5 $ �

; i.e., when 2 *�* :5 has the Binomial( 2 *6* ? � ) distribu-
tion. Table 1 presents means and standard deviations under
these ideal circumstances. Now suppose a validity estimate
is obtained by averaging � independent terms. Its standard
deviation is typically greater than the value Std.Dev.

( � �
suggested by Table 1 because there is usually variation in
the underlying

5
values.

4.1 Results for the Diamond Graph

We studied the following inferential patterns in the dia-
mond graph (Figure 1):
� ������� 	
	 ��� �� � � �� ��� ��� ���
� ������� 	
	 ��� �� 	 ��� ����� � � � ��� ��� � � ��� ��� ����  � ��� ���  � ���  C� ���� 0������ 	
	 ��� �� 	 � 	 0�� ����� � � � ��� ��� � � &�� ��� � � ��� ��� ����  � ��� ���  � &�� ���  � ���  C� ���� � ����� 	
	 � 	 0 � �  	 � � ����� � �� ��� ��� �  0!� ��� ��#" ����� 	
	 � � �� 	 � � ����� �
� � ,-� . � * � ��� ,-� . � ��� ,�� � � &�� .�� � � ��� ��� ����  `� ,-� . � * � ��� ,-� . � ��� ,��  � &�� .��  � ���  � ���� $ ����� 	
	 � � �� 	 �%� ����� � ��&�' � (  � � ��� ' � (  ��� ' � �  0!� (!� �

The six queries cover a range of different inferential pat-
terns. The first is basically a “sanity check”, as it is a triv-
ial inference; the fourth is also straightforward, although it
does involve a multiplication. The sixth is slightly more
complex, but it is still only a summation of a set of prod-
ucts. The remaining queries involve divisions of increas-
ingly complicated expressions.

For each � � � 2 * ? 2 * ? -6* ? 0�* � , we carried out 30 trials
of the form:

� 2 � generate B from a uniform Dirichlet
prior distribution,

� 2 � generate a training sample of size �
based on B and use the result to obtain a posterior dis-
tribution,

� - � generate 100 Monte Carlo replicates from
the posterior distribution and use these to obtain an esti-
mate :5 for each pair

�  ? � � , for
 ���  �;? + +�+ ?  *) � and

� � � 2 *�5 ? 26*�5 ? -6*�5 ? 0�*�5 � . The resulting validity es-
timates are listed in Table 2. Each cell in the table is an
average of 30 values.

Figure 2(A) shows the error-bars returned by our approx-
imation, and also the Monte Carlo system, on a random
network posterior, for the error-bars for 90% credible inter-
vals. We see the two methods give similar answers.

Figure 2(B) uses a quantile-quantile (QQ) plot to address
the validity of the normality assumption, independently of
the linear approximation. Each “line” in this figure corre-
sponds to z-scores of the 2 *�* query responses generated
by our Monte Carlo simulation, plotted against standard
normal quantiles. This figure shows six such lines, each
corresponding to a single query in �  �;? + +�+ ?  *) � , given a
sample of size � $ 2 * . A straight-line would correspond
to data produced by a “perfect” normal distribution; we see
each dataset is close. (Of course, this is only suggestive; the
real proof comes first from Theorem 1, and then from the
data (e.g., Table 2) which demonstrates that our approach,
which assumes normality, produces reasonable results.)

4.2 Results for Alarm Network

The Alarm network [BSCC89] is a benchmark network
based on a medical diagnosis domain, commonly used in
belief network studies. The network variables are all dis-
crete, but many range over 3 or more values. The network
includes a CPtable for each node; i.e., a particular

-
is spec-

ified.

Table 3 summarizes the results for experiments on the
Alarm network, where we varied both

�
and � . For each� , we generated a single random sample of size � from-

, and used this to determine a posterior distribution (as-
suming a uniform prior). Validity estimates were obtained
by averaging over randomly chosen queries. The queriesE,+���- $/.'� 	 $ )!? - � were chosen by determining an as-
signment - $0. to one randomly chosen query variable,
and assignments 	 $ ) to five randomly chosen evidence
variables. (Here, we used [HC91] to determine which vari-



Table 2: Results for Diamond Graph� � � � � � 0 � � �#" � $3 � ��� 4
10 2.37 2.77 3.10 3.27 2.20 3.93
20 2.67 3.33 2.50 3.37 2.60 3.50
30 2.60 3.03 2.40 3.13 2.90 3.70
40 2.60 2.97 3.10 2.00 2.77 2.903 � 1�� 4
10 3.50 5.00 4.70 4.87 3.43 5.57
20 4.60 6.27 5.13 7.03 4.03 4.53
30 2.90 5.07 4.43 5.97 3.97 4.87
40 4.07 5.27 4.93 4.93 4.03 3.873 � *�� 4
10 3.63 5.63 6.10 7.23 5.13 6.27
20 4.70 7.20 6.83 11.13 5.30 6.03
30 3.70 5.80 5.47 7.20 3.50 5.30
40 5.13 6.97 6.03 6.63 4.27 4.273 ��� � 4
10 4.33 3.97 5.33 7.53 4.40 6.63
20 4.73 5.20 5.73 9.27 5.20 5.97
30 3.33 4.50 5.00 6.47 4.27 4.97
40 3.90 4.90 5.97 6.73 4.43 4.47

Table 3: Results for Alarm Network3� ��� 4 1��,4 *��,4 � �,4� � 2.47 4.37 4.48 4.07����� 2.66 4.95 5.97 4.87� � � 3.04 5.35 6.45 5.661���� 2.65 4.80 5.43 5.42

ables could be query as opposed to evidence variables.)
Some or all of the evidence variables might have had no
effect on the query variable, others might have had a pro-
found effect. Each cell in Table 3 represents an average
from 100 queries on a single posterior distribution.

4.3 Results for Random Networks

Although random networks tend not to reflect typical (or
natural) domains, they complement more focussed studies
by exposing methods to a wide range of inputs and help to
support claims of generality. We carried out experiments
on networks with 10 binary variables and 20 links, gener-
ating gold models from a uniform prior distribution on B ,
and generating random queries of various types. Here we
used sample size � $ 2 *6* throughout, and varied the type
of query. Table 4 displays the results of our experiments.
Each query was of the form

E,+ � �8$ % � 	 $ )+?CB'�
, with

varying dimensionalities for
	

and
�

. Let � 	 and � �
denote the number of variables comprising

	
and

�
, re-

spectively. Each cell of Table 4 is based on 100 trials: 10
queries on 10 networks, with both structure and posterior
generated randomly.

Table 4: Results for Random Networks�
	
�
�

1 2 3 4 53 � ���,4� 2.16 2.72 2.84 3.20 3.001 2.59 2.50 2.93 3.13 2.45* 2.49 2.59 2.62 2.38 2.56� 2.57 2.26 2.84 2.58 2.88� 2.72 2.53 2.61 3.05 2.793 � 1��,4� 3.06 4.16 4.41 4.19 4.391 3.60 3.63 4.38 4.71 4.96* 3.50 4.16 4.56 5.07 5.78� 4.12 4.46 5.64 6.31 7.14� 4.67 5.76 6.63 7.85 8.173 � *��,4� 4.17 4.78 5.11 4.75 5.971 4.46 4.28 5.02 5.13 6.33* 4.12 4.74 5.14 6.39 7.25� 4.98 5.61 7.43 8.71 10.81� 5.69 7.63 9.45 12.51 13.993 ��� �,4� 4.20 4.90 5.00 4.56 5.621 4.43 4.24 4.81 5.44 6.43* 4.11 4.62 4.80 5.95 7.12� 5.15 4.52 6.47 8.36 10.99� 4.95 7.14 8.95 13.05 16.15

4.4 Discussion

Our hypothesis was that our Bayesian error-bars algorithm
would be accurate for essentially all cases. We tried to fal-
sify our hypothesis by varying the following experimental
factors:

� Network structure
57>@?"A�9

� Credibility level 2 � �
� Query type (Diamond network, Alarm)
� Number of evidence variables (Random networks)
� Number of query variables (Random networks)

In no case did we observe a result where average
� :5 � � �

exceeded 26*�5 . In most cases, the validity estimate was less
than

�)( - . As noted in Table 1, even if our error-bars were
exact, we would still get positive validity estimates due to
the variance in :5 about

5
. We therefore believe that these

results comfortably bound the expected error of our method
under the experimental conditions. None of the factors that
we manipulated had a profound effect. The strongest ef-
fect, observed in Table 4, was that increasing the number
of variables assigned in a query tended to increase the er-
ror
� 5 � � �

; see also [Kle96]. One possible explanation is
that, as � 	 and � � increase, the query function

�
tends

to become more complex, and the local linear approxima-
tion of

�
becomes less reliable. Another possibility is that



the query probability
 

tends to become very small, mak-
ing the normal approximation less accurate. Further exper-
iments could address this issue.

We found these results very encouraging. Our method
appears to give reasonable error-bars for a wide range of
queries and network types. This makes the technique a
promising addition to the array of data-analysis tools re-
lated to belief networks, especially as the algorithm is rea-
sonably efficient, (only) roughly doubling the computation
time per inference. While there may be pathological cases
where our method will not give reasonable results — per-
haps because the local linear approximation and the asymp-
totic normality are far off the truth — we did not find such
cases in our experiments.

Other Experiments: We also ran a number of other ex-
periments. One set computed the average

� :5 � � �
scores

in each situation, to determine if there was any systematic
bias. (Note this score differs from Equation 9 by not tak-
ing absolute values.) We found that our bounds were typi-
cally a bit too wide for most queries — i.e., we often found
the 2 � � -interval included slightly more than 2 � �

of the
cases. We are currently investigating this, to see if there are
straight-forward refinements we can incorporate.

We also computed error-bars based on the (incorrect!)
“complete structure” assumption, which implies the re-
sponse will have a simple Dirichlet distribution; see Foot-
note 2. We found that, as anticipated, the approach de-
scribed in this paper, using Equation 6, consistently out-
performed that case, in that our approach was consistently
closer to the Monte Carlo estimates.

[VGH01] discusses these results in detail. It also inves-
tigates techniques for dealing with extreme values, where
the normal distribution may be sub-optimal.

5 Related Work

Our results provide a way to compute the variance of
a BN’s response to a query, which depends on the
posterior distribution over the space of CPtable entries,
based on a data sample. This is done using the “Delta
method” [BFH95]: first determine the variance of each
CPtable row, then propagate this variance using a sensi-
tivity analysis (i.e., the partial derivatives); see Equation 6.
Kleiter [Kle96] performs a similar computation; parts of his
analysis are more general, in that he considers incomplete
data. However, he does not

� 2 � discuss how to deal with
general graphical structures,

� 2 � show how to deal with
the correlations encountered with general Dirichlet distri-
butions, nor

� - � provide an efficient way to compute this
information. Moreover, our empirical data provide addi-
tional evidence that the approximations inherent in this ap-
proach are appropriate, even for small sample sizes.

Several other researchers also consider the posterior distri-

bution over CPtables, but for different purposes. For exam-
ple, Cooper and Herskovits [CH92] use it to compute the
expected response to a query; by contrast, we also approx-
imate the posterior variance in that response. Similarly,
while many BN-learning algorithms compute the posterior
distribution over CPtables [Hec98], most of these systems
seek a single set of CPtable entries that maximize the like-
lihood, which again is different from our task; e.g., their
task is not relative to a specific query (but see [GGS97]).

Many other projects consider sensitivity analyses, provid-
ing mechanisms for propagating ranges of CPtable values
to produce a range in the response; cf., [BKRK97, Las95,
CNKE93, Dar00]. While these papers assume the user is
explicitly specifying the range of a local CPtable value, our
work considers the source of these variances based on a
data sample. This also means our system must propagate
all of the “ranges”; most other analyses consider only prop-
agating a single range. The [Dar00] system is an excep-
tion, as it can simultaneously produce all of the derivatives.
However, Darwiche does not consider our error-bar appli-
cation, and so does not include the additional optimizations
we could incorporate.

Excluding the [Dar00] result, none of the other projects
provides an efficient way to compute that information.
Also, some of those other papers focus on properties of
this derivative — e.g., when it is * for some specific CPt-
able entry. Note that this information falls out immedi-
ately from our expression (Equation 6). Finally, our anal-
ysis holds for arbitrary structures; by constrast some other
results (e.g., [CNKE93]) deal only with singly connected
networks (trees).

Lastly, our analysis also connects to work on abstractions,
which also involves determining how influential a CPtable
entry is, with respect to a query, towards deciding whether
to include a specific node or arc [GDS01]. Their goal is
typically computational efficiency in computing that re-
sponse. By contrast, our focus is in computing the error-
bars around the response, independent of the time required
to determine that result.

6 Conclusion

Further Extensions: Our current system has been im-
plemented, and works very effectively. There are several
obvious ways to extend it. One set of extensions corre-
spond to discharging assumptions underlying Theorem 1:
computing error bars when the data was used to learn the
structure, as well as the parameters; dealing with param-
eters that are drawn from a distribution other than inde-
pendent Dirichlets, perhaps even variables that have con-
tinuous domains; dealing with a training sample whose
instances are not completely specified. Our work deals
with fully-parameterized CP tables. It would be interesting
to investigate techniques capable of dealing with CPtables



represented as, say, decision tree functions [BFGK96], etc.

Contributions: Many real-world systems work by rea-
soning probabilistically, based on a given belief net model.
When knowledge concerning model parameters is condi-
tioned on a random training sample, it is useful to view
the parameters as random variables; this characterizes our
uncertainty concerning the responses generated to specific
queries in terms of random variation. Bayesian error-bars
provide a useful summary of our current knowledge about
questions of interest, and so provide valuable guidance for
decision-making or learning.

This paper addresses the challenge of computing the error-
bars around a belief net’s response to a query, from a
Bayesian perspective. We first motivated and formally de-
fined this task — finding the 2 *6* � 2 � � � 5 credible interval
for a query response with respect to its posterior distribu-
tion, conditioned on a training sample. We then investi-
gated an application of the “Delta method” to derive these
intervals. This required determining both the covariance
matrix interrelating all of the parameters, and the derivative
of the query response with respect to each parameter. We
produced an effective system that computes these quanti-
ties, and then combines them to produce the error-bars.

The fact that our approximation is guaranteed to be cor-
rect in the limit does not mean it will work well in practice.
We therefore empirically investigated these claims, by test-
ing our system across a variety of different belief nets and
queries, and over a range of sample sizes and credibility
levels. We found that the method works well throughout.
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